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Masonite DefendrTM Door System Frequently Asked Questions 

What is the Defendr Door System? 
Masonite, in collaboration with security experts, designed DefendrTM as an affordable, attack-resistant door 
system to add layers of protection to slow down an attacker until help can arrive. The tested system includes the 
metal door frame, extra heavy-duty door, metal vision frame, attack-resistant security glass, and ANSI/BHMA 
Grade 1 Door Hardware.  When installed throughout the interior of a school, the Defendr Door System is 
intended to turn any enclosed area— a classroom, auditorium, cafeteria, or media center — into a potential safe 
zone.   

Why is Defendr specified as a “system”? 
When evaluating the ability of an opening to delay or deter an attacker, there are multiple components that 
work together as a system to improve the strength and protective properties of the opening.  Glass is oftentimes 
considered the weakest link in a system. Proper installation of an approved security glass and vision kit is 
important to the structural integrity of the vision frame and glass to prevent the entire glass unit from “popping 
out” or breaking under duress allowing an attacker to reach in through the opening to disengage the lock and 
access the space. The advantage of security glass is that it stays intact if it has been penetrated by bullets, 
preventing an attacker from breaking through the glass by punching, kicking, or using other heavy objects.  

Another area of vulnerability includes the locks and hardware. It is important to specify ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 
Hardware that has been tested and approved for installation on the Defendr Door System.  

The last area of importance is the door and frame.  The door should be solid core, extra heavy-duty construction 
and properly installed in a frame constructed of 14- or 16-gauge metal to minimize bow and flex in the frame.  

Why should I install security doors inside my school building? 
Interior doors may be the last layer of protection against external threats and are often the first line of 
protection against internal threats to students and staff inside a school.  According to the Center for Homeland 
Defense and Security, approximately 38 percent of school shootings begin and occur within the school, mostly in 
the hallways and classrooms. And, according to National Safety Security Protection Association (NSSPA), 83 
percent of school shootings are conducted by a student or former student, who are likely already in the building.  

Why doesn’t every school already have security doors for every classroom? 
Historically, security doors were considered too expensive and sterile for a school environment. A bullet-
resistant steel security door opening can cost as much as $6,500 each, up to 10x higher than a typical classroom 
door. In addition, the look of a bullet resistant steel door is often described as prison-like in appearance.  
Masonite’s Defendr is a much more affordable option that comes in a variety of surfaces—including wood 
veneer, laminate, and paint—that seamlessly blend with a school’s aesthetics. 

Why do I need security doors in addition to cameras and security personnel?  
Ensuring a safe and secure school environment presents many complex challenges that cannot be accomplished 
with a single action alone. Protecting students and staff requires a multifaceted approach, each adding layers of 
protection.  Partner Alliance for Safer Schools (PASS) recommends a layered and tiered approach across all areas 
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of emergency preparedness: prevention, protection, mitigation, response, and recovery. When other prevention 
efforts fail, facility security measures are critical to protection, mitigation, and response—because school 
resource officers can’t be everywhere, and cameras don’t defend. The classroom/interior perimeter layer is both 
the last layer of defense against external threats and, often the first protection against internal threats to 
student, staff, and visitor safety.   

Which door openings can be replaced with the Defendr Door System? 
Any interior door openings that include a door with a metal vision frame, lite, and lock can be replaced with the 
Defendr Door System. When installed throughout the interior of a school, Defendr adds layers of protection 
intended to slow down an attacker until help can arrive. Ideal uses for the Defendr Door System include 
classrooms, media rooms, libraries, corridors, auditorium, gymnasium, cafeteria, staff offices, and special needs 
rooms. Note: Some openings are subject to fire codes. See FAQ below “Are Defendr doors available with fire 
ratings?” to determine availability. 

Can I re-use my existing frame and/or hardware when I upgrade the door and 
glass to Defendr? 
Yes. For schools that incorporate metal frames with cement block walls, existing frames typically meet the 
requirements of the Defendr Door System. And if existing hardware meets the approved system requirements 
noted in FAQ “What kind of hardware can I use with Defendr?”, you can install on a Defendr Door System and 
meet the tested performance criteria.  In either scenario, you can purchase the Defendr Door slab and security 
glass, factory glazed with machining and prep to accommodate existing hardware that meets minimum 
specifications. If any of the components used do not meet the tested requirements, the overall system 
performance has not been validated and the level of protection may be reduced.   Contact your local door and 
hardware distributor to request a quote. 

Are Defendr doors available with fire ratings? 
Yes. The Defendr Door System is currently available with non-rated, 20-minute, and 45-minute rated fire door 
options 

Is Defendr available in both in-swing and out-swing configurations? 
Yes. The Defendr Door System is available in both in-swing and out-swing configurations.  Partners for School 
Safety recommends an out-swing door which swings open toward the corridor for easy exit without impeding 
the movement of others in the corridor. 

What kind of hardware can I use with the system? 
ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 Hardware has been tested and approved for installation on the Defendr Door System. 
Although there are hundreds of hardware types available, not all have been tested and use of another type of 
hardware may impact performance. Please work with your local Masonite Architectural Design Manager for help 
on tested hardware configurations. 
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Can I get Defendr doors that match my existing aesthetics? 
Yes. The Defendr Door System is available in a variety of styles and surfaces that match existing aesthetics 
including Stile and Rail; Laminates in standard and custom woodgrain patterns, solid colors, and decorative 
designs; Flush Painted, MDO factory finished with various color options; and Flush Wood Veneer in a variety of 
grades, species, cuts, and stain colors. 

What’s the difference between EHD Particle board core and SCL? 
Extra heavy-duty (EHD) particleboard is traditionally higher density and can provide extra reinforcement for 
surface-mounted hardware. Fire-rated options for EHD particleboard cores include non-rated up to 45-minute 
options.  

Structural Composite Lumber (SCL) offers a durable, extra heavy-duty rated core comprised of strands of wood 
bound with resin. Fire-rated options for SCL cores include non-rated and 20-minute options. 

The Defendr door system is available with both extra heavy-duty particleboard and structural composite lumber 
cores. 

What type of glass is installed in Defendr doors? 
Masonite’s Defendr door is available with both non-rated and fire rated Armoured One security glass.   

What is the difference between Security Glass and Safety Glass? 
Safety glass is designed to break into small, tiny pieces of glass that fall out of the frame upon impact, protecting 
occupants from risk or injury should the glass break. However, once the glass is broken, an attacker can easily 
reach their hand through the opening to disengage the lock and enter the room. 

Security glass, on the other hand, is designed to withstand various deliberate attacks, such as physical or ballistic 
assault, and will stay intact within its frame even after it has been broken, with the goal of delaying or 
preventing an attacker from entering a room.  

Is the glass in the Defendr door bulletproof? 
No, bulletproof glass does not exist, only bullet-resistant glass. Bullet-resistant glass reduces the speed of the 
bullet, and can minimize penetration, but it cannot prevent all bullets from going through the glass. Most bullet-
resistant glass products are actually made of polycarbonate, acrylic, or glass-clad polycarbonate. The level of 
protection offered will depend on the material used, how it is manufactured, as well as its thickness.  The glass 
installed in the Defendr door is not bullet resistant.  Bullets will penetrate through the glass.  Armoured One’s 
security glass is designed to hold its integrity by being stronger and holding together longer to slow down or 
deter an attacker who is trying to gain entry through the glass with force or use of a gun. See FAQ question 
below “What testing was conducted during the Shooter Attack Test Method FTD-SA?” to learn more about the 
test method used to validate Armoured One’s security glass. 

What is the maximum glass size I can get in Defendr doors? 
The maximum visible glass size for Half Lite configurations is 23" x 36". Narrow lite configurations are available 
from 3” wide. 
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Why does the Defendr door specify factory glazing? 
Masonite requires the Armoured One security glass to be factory glazed to meet testing requirements in Shooter 
Attack Test Method FTD-SA.  Factory glazing also helps to minimize installation errors that could potentially 
impact the protective properties of the glass and/or system. 

Can I purchase security glass and install in my existing doors? 
While it is possible to install security glass in an existing door, Masonite requires Armoured One security glass to 
be factory glazed to ensure it meets testing requirements. Factory glazing of the approved security glass and 
vision frame also helps eliminate installation errors that could potentially impact the protective properties. 

Can I purchase security film and install on my existing door glass? 
While it is possible to install film on existing glass, it may not provide the same long-term durability and 
protective properties that the Defendr doom system provides. It may also void the approved fire label when 
applying films to fire rated doors.  Hardening the entire opening including the frame, glass, metal vision kit, 
hardware, door, and door frame will help add layers of protection to any opening, with the goal of slowing down 
an attacker until help can arrive.  

What is the Shooter Attack Test Method FTD-SA? 
The Shooter Attack Test Method FTD-SA, UL observed, was created by a team of law enforcement, homeland 
security, and active shooter experts that joined forces to develop an unprecedented Shooter Attack Test 
Method combining the strictest requirements from UL 752 Level 7 ballistic standard and ASTM F476 forced 
entry test standard into a single method.  Designed to test the ability of the entire door system— including glass, 
hardware, frame, and door -- to withstand real-life attacks involving both gun shots and physical attacks, 
prolonging the time it would take for an attacker to enter the room. No other test methodology combines these 
rigorous requirements. 

What testing was conducted during the Shooter Attack Test Method FTD-SA? 
The first part of the test is a Modified UL 752, using ten (10) rounds with eight (8) shots around an 18-inch circle 
and two (2) shots around a 3-inch circle tested on the glass panels, and five (5) shots around the door lock area. 
The second part is a Modified ASTM F476, Standard Test Methods for Security of Swinging Door Assemblies.  
The modified test method uses more aggressive potential energy levels as the sample progresses throughout 
the test. The door assembly / window assembly must survive two impacts at each of the potential energy levels. 

Are there specifications available for the complete Defendr Door System? 
Yes. A CSI style 3-part specification is available on Masonite.com or within most popular specification platforms 
including Specpoint (formerly MasterSpec) and RIB Speclink (formerly BSD). 

What is the standard lead time for Defendr? 
Lead time for the Defendr door is typically the same as our standard door lead times. Please check with your 
local door and hardware distributor to determine current lead times. 
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How expensive is the Defendr Door System? 
The Defendr Door System was designed to be affordable because every school deserves a higher level of 
protection. Actual costs vary depending on style, size, material, and surface selection. Contact your local door 
and hardware distributor for specific pricing.  

Do Defendr doors contribute to LEED? 
Yes. Defendr doors may contribute to LEED and are available with FSC certification and no added urea 
formaldehyde. They may be constructed with recycled or regional materials if specified.  

What is the warranty on the Defendr Door System? 
Masonite Defendr interior door slabs are supported by a Lifetime Warranty subject to the terms, conditions, 
tolerances, and exclusions contained in the warranty documentation. Download warranty document at 
Masonite.com/defendr.  

What is the warranty on the security glass? 
Armoured One AOTSG516L glass is supported by a 10-Year Limited Warranty.  Armoured One Fire Rated 
AOTSG1016FR glass is supported by a 5-Year Limited Warranty.  All security glass warranties are provided and 
administered directly by Armoured One.  Please contact your door and hardware distributor where you 
purchased the door to inquire about warranty claims. 

How much does a Defendr door weigh? 
The Extra Heavy-Duty particle core doors weigh 6.4 lbs. sq/ft; Structural Composite Lumber (SCL) core doors 
weigh 6.0 lbs. sq/ft; 5/16” Armoured One Security Glass weighs 6 lbs. sq/ft; Armoured One 5/8” Fire-Rated 
Security Glass weighs 9 lbs. sq/ft 

Are there any special installation requirements? 
Please refer to our standard Care and Maintenance guidelines located on Masonite.com/defendr. 


